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Abstract:
Philanthropy s contributions to Sustainable Development Goals in emerging countries
Philanthropy s contributions to large development frameworks such as Sustainable Development
Goals has been growing worldwide for many reasons. Philanthropy is interested in leveraging of
resources to achieve greater impact, influencing long term development as well as creating
solutions that reach scale. However despite good intentions, philanthropy s impact remains
limited because of siloed approaches, lack of understanding of broader development system in a
country as well as lack of appreciation for collaboration.
The research paper will present winning strategies for foundations which achieve scale through
appreciation for systems thinking and design, supporting local innovations and collaboration. The
paper will build on inputs from a global partnership initiative, SDG Philanthropy Platform, which
aims to align philanthropic investments with the Sustainable Development Goals. The paper will
show practical approaches practised by global foundations such as Conrad N Hilton Foundation,
Ford Foundation, Alwaleed Philanthropies as well as national philanthropic associations in 10
countries worldwide.
The research paper will zoom on the prototyping from Kenya, Ghana, Zambia, India, Indonesia and
Colombia. We are working with a broad spectrum of local philanthropic players ranging from
traditional grantmaking foundations to social innovators and impact investors.
Research questions:

1.
What are conditions which enable philanthropy s contributions to development at
scale?
2.
What are models of collaboration between governments and other stakeholders
which increase development impact?
3.
What are capacities needed among national philanthropic associations in developing
countries needed to pursue such cross sectoral collaboration?
4.
What is the role of governments in creating enabling environment for collaboration
which effectively engaged philanthropy?
Methodology. A mixed method research combining the project results as well as narratives on
ongoing trends practiced by philanthropies in the select countries.
Data sources: UNDP, sdgfunders.org; national statistical data, own data from SDG Philanthropy
Platform activities on the ground.
Expected results. A paper which outlines strategies and outlines models of collaboration and
narratives for national and global philanthropy to support transformational changes.
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